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Abstract 
 

The Tempest Mk V with a ground engaging flail was tested in a cooperative 
International Test and Evaluation Program trial in September 2005.  Canada was the 
lead nation for the test, with Sweden as a partner.  This performance trial was 
conducted in Sweden.  A performance trial was performed previously in Cambodia in 
February 2005 and this trial was intended to confirm the results of in-country tests.  
The results of the trial in Cambodia are described in a separate Qinetiq report.  The 
project was conducted to the methodology specified in the European Committee for 
Standardisation (CEN) Workshop Agreement ‘CEN Workshop Agreement 15044; 
Test and Evaluation of Demining Machines’ available at the International Test and 
Evaluation Website (www.itep.ws). 
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Résumé 
 

Le Tempest Mk V avec fléau d’engagement du sol a été testé durant les essais et 
évaluations coopératifs du programme international en septembre 2005. Le Canada 
était la nation dirigeant l’essai avec la Suède comme associé. Cet essai de rendement a 
été conduit en Suède. Un essai de rendement avait antérieurement été effectué au 
Cambodge en février 2005 et ce dernier essai devaient confirmer les résultats des 
essais effectués dans le pays.  Les résultats de l’essai au Cambodge sont décrits 
séparément dans le rapport Qinetiq.  Le projet a été conduit selon la méthodologie 
spécifiée dans « l’Accord du groupe de travail 15044 du Comité européen de 
normalisation (CEN); Essais et évaluations des machines de déminage » disponible sur 
le site Web d’Essais et évaluations internationaux (www.itep.ws). 
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Executive summary 
 

An International Test and Evaluation Program (ITEP) trial of the Development 
Technology Workshop (DTW) Tempest Mk V with ground engaging flail was 
conducted with Canada and Sweden as test partners.  This trial was conducted using 
the methodology outlined in ‘CEN Workshop Agreement 15044; Test and Evaluation 
of Demining Machines’ available from the International Test and Evaluation Website 
(www.itep.ws).  Performance tests were conducted at the SWEDEC facilities outside 
of Eksjö, Sweden during 12-16 September 2005.  Both the CCMAT-developed 
Wirelessly Operated Reproduction Mine (WORM) system and the SWEDEC live 
fuzes were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the Tempest against anti-personnel 
landmine targets. 

The mine neutralisation performance of the Tempest confirms that role of the ground 
engaging flail should be limited to processing the ground in preparation for manual 
demining operations.  The intentional depth limitation of 7-10 cm eliminates the 
capability of the Tempest to neutralise mines below that depth.  The depth limitation 
does however ensure that the limited power available from the Tempest engine is 
capable of operating the flail.  The unique forward speed control system based on flail 
cutting resistance helps to ensure a consistent, albeit shallow depth of cut.   

The best performance of the Tempest was at depths of 0 and 5 cm in gravel, with 
50/50 targets neutralised.  The poorest performance was at a depth of 7 cm in topsoil, 
with 11/50 targets mechanically neutralised or triggered. 

Several design issues were noted with the Tempest.  As the paths of the steel wheels 
are outside of the width processed by the flail, the detonation of mines by the wheels 
should be expected.  The mobility of the Tempest on cohesionless soils such as sand is 
limited so alternate wheel/track systems may be useful in these conditions.  The 
remote control link does not provide feedback to the operator in the event of a fault; 
breakdowns in a mined area may be difficult to diagnose.  The wheels of the Tempest 
did carry some mine debris outside of the test area.  Addressing these limitations may 
improve the capabilities of the Tempest. 

Comparisons between unprepared test sites in Cambodia and standardized, prepared 
conditions in Sweden with both SWEDEC live fuzes and inert WORMs show some 
correlation.  The general performance trend of reducing performance with depth was 
evident in both test locations.  Both SWEDEC live fuzes and WORMs show similar 
performance trends.  Careful selection of test areas may provide useful data in 
unprepared conditions during future trials.  The portability of the WORM system and 
similar capabilities to the SWEDEC live fuzes will also be useful. 

The Tempest may be useful in some operations if it is only used for ground 
preparation and users do not have unduly high expectations of mine neutralisation 
performance.  The suitability of the Tempest for a particular operation is best verified 
with a local acceptance trial. 

Roberts, W. and Roseveare, D. (2007). Tempest Ground Engaging Flail Test and 
Evaluation. (DRDC Suffield TR-2007-292). Defence R&D Canada – Suffield. 
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Sommaire 
 

Un essai du Programme international d’essais et d’évaluation (PIEE) du groupe de 
travail de techniques de développement du Tempest Mk V, un fléau avec engagement 
du sol, a été conduit par le Canada en partenariat avec la Suède. Cet essai a été conduit 
en utilisant la méthodologie soulignée par « l’Accord du groupe de travail 15044 du 
Comité européen de normalisation (CEN); Essais et évaluations des machines de 
déminage » disponible sur le site Web d’Essais et évaluations internationaux 
(www.itep.ws).  Des essais de rendement ont été conduits aux installations SWEDEC 
d’Eksjö, en Suède du 12 au 16 septembre 2005. Le système de mines de reproduction 
à commande sans fil (WORM) mis au point par le CCTD ainsi que les mèches réelles 
de SWEDEC ont été utilisés pour évaluer l’efficacité du Tempest contre les cibles de 
mines terrestres antipersonnel.  

Le rendement de la neutralisation des mines du Tempest confirme que le rôle du fléau 
d’engagement du sol devrait être limité au traitement du sol en préparation aux 
opérations manuelles de déminage. La limite intentionnelle d’une profondeur allant 
jusqu’à 7 ou 10cm élimine la capacité du Tempest à neutraliser les mines plus 
profondes. Le fait de limiter la profondeur assure cependant que la faible puissance du 
moteur du Tempest est capable d’opérer le fléau. Le système de commande de 
l’unique marche avant basée sur la résistance de la coupe du fléau aide à assurer une 
profondeur de coupe constante mais qui demeure superficielle.  

Le meilleur rendement du Tempest était à des profondeurs de 0 à 5 cm dans le gravier, 
avec la neutralisation de 50/50 cibles.  Le plus faible rendement était à une profondeur 
de 7 cm dans la couche arable avec une neutralisation ou un déclenchement mécanique 
de 11/50 cibles.  

On a remarqué plusieurs problèmes dans la conception du Tempest.  La voie des roues 
d’acier étant à l’extérieur de la largeur traitée par le fléau, on doit s’attendre à ce que 
les roues provoquent la détonation des mines. La mobilité du Tempest sur des sols 
sans cohésion tels que le sable est limitée donc il serait utile d’utiliser des systèmes de 
roues et de traction alternes dans ces conditions. La liaison de la commande à distance 
ne fournit pas de rétroaction à l’opérateur dans le cas d’un défaut; il serait donc 
difficile de diagnostiquer les pannes dans une zone minée. De plus, les roues du 
Tempest ont transporté quelques débris de mines à l’extérieur de la zone des essais. Il 
faudrait aborder les problèmes de ces inconvénients pour améliorer les capacités du 
Tempest.  

Les comparaisons entre les sites d’essais non préparés du Cambodge et les conditions 
préparées et normalisées en Suède avec mèches réelles SWEDEC et mines de 
reproduction à commande sans fil (WORM) inertes ont abouti à quelques corrélations. 
La tendance générale du rendement à réduire avec la profondeur était évidente dans les 
deux endroits des essais. Une sélection stricte des zones d’essais pourrait fournir des 
données utiles pour les conditions non préparées durant les essais futurs. La portabilité 
du système WORM et les capacités similaires des mèches réelles SWEDEC seront 
aussi utiles.   
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Le Tempest pourra être utile dans certaines opérations si on ne l’utilise que pour la 
préparation du sol et si les utilisateurs n’ont pas d’attentes trop élevées concernant le 
rendement de la neutralisation de mines. Un essai de réception local est le meilleur 
moyen de vérifier la pertinence du Tempest pour une opération particulière. 

 

Roberts, W. and Roseveare, D. (2007). Tempest Ground Engaging Flail Test and 
Evaluation. (DRDC Suffield TR-2007-292). R & D pour la défense Canada – Suffield. 
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1. Introduction 
 

With Canada as the lead nation and Sweden as a partner, an International Test and 
Evaluation Program (ITEP) trial of the Tempest Mk V with a ground engaging flail 
was conducted.  The project was guided by the methodology outlined in ‘CEN 
Workshop Agreement 15044; Test and Evaluation of Demining Machines’ available at 
the International Test and Evaluation Website (www.itep.ws). 

During the week of 12-16 September 2005, the Tempest was tested at the SWEDEC 
facilities outside of Eksjö, Sweden.  This part of the project focussed primarily on 
performance tests.  The methodology called for performance testing against 
antipersonnel mine targets.  Since this was the 25th Tempest machine built by 
Development Technology Workshops (DTW), the survivability of the Tempest was 
not tested as there is significant real-world experience with the Tempest against mines.  
As a remote controlled machine, operator survivability is not an issue. 

An overall description of the test facilities, the test targets and the test methods is 
given in Annex A.  This information is relevant to almost any machine tested at this 
site.  It is summarized briefly below in section 3 along with information that is specific 
to this particular evaluation of the Tempest ground engaging flail.  Annex B provides 
descriptive information about the machine from the manufacturer, who can be 
contacted at 

DTW Works 

Unit 17 
Street 528 
Toul Kork 
Phnom Penh 
Cambodia 
PO Box 1244 

Tel: 855 (0) 23 884 470 
Fax: 855 (0) 23 884 481 

Website www.dtworks.org  
E-mail dtw@dtworks.org  

Annex C contains representative photographs taken during the performance tests, and 
the test data sheets used during the trial are reproduced in Annex D. 

It should be noted that DTW does not intend that this flail be used as a primary 
clearance tool.  DTW has indicated that the ground engaging flail is used for 
processing the soil so that manual demining is more efficient.  The intention of the flail 
is not to detonate mines necessarily – it is to loosen the ground so that deminers may 
do their job more efficiently. 
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2. Machine Description 
 

2.1 Tempest Mk V Ground Engaging Flail 

The Tempest Mk V flail is reported to weigh 2.5 tonnes.  It has an overall width of 1.6 
metres and an active width (the width across the chain-hammer section of the flail 
head) of 1.2 metres.  A machine this size is generally classed as a small flail.  Figures 
1, 2, and 3 provide general views of the Tempest Mk V, the flail head and the remote 
control system. 

The machine is equipped with a Deutz diesel engine rated at 52 kW (70 hp).  This 
engine powers the hydraulic wheel motors, the flail rotation and the hydraulic cooling 
systems through separate hydraulic pumps. 

The flail head is fitted with 36 chains with 0.227 kg hammers along a shaft rotating at 
500 rpm depending on the soil conditions. 

 

 
Figure 1. Tempest Mk V with Ground Engaging Flail 

 

The remote control system provides wireless operation of the machine to a distance of 
at least 400 m.  A range of 400 m is more than sufficient; at distances over 400m the 
operator of almost any machine would have difficulty with visual control.  The remote 
control is a commercial Sauer-Danfoss unit adapted for use in operating the Tempest.  
A photograph of the remote control unit is shown in Figure 3. 
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Annex B contains a brochure from the manufacturer describing the Tempest Mk V in 
detail. 

 

 
Figure 2. Tempest ground engaging flail head 
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Figure 3. Tempest Remote Control 
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3. Trial Description 
 

3.1 Trial Team 

The trial team for this portion of the project included the following personnel: 

• Canada – William Roberts (CCMAT); Dan Roseveare (CCMAT) 

• Sweden – Maj Göran Danielsson (SWEDEC); Lt Tommy Karlsson (GÖTA 
Engineers) 

The machine manufacturer, Development Technology Workshop (DTW) contracted 
the driver, John Wright.  

3.2 Trial Conditions 
A complete description of the test areas, the facilities and tools, and the test procedures 
can be found in Annex A.  Annex C provides photographs of the test setup and also of 
the machine during testing.  To summarize, conditions for the Tempest trial are 
indicated below: 

• Sand compaction levels: 

• Intended: 90% of theoretical maximum dry density (1.891  kg/dm3) = 1.7 
kg/dm3 

• Actual (average of 10 readings for each test area): 

• 91.4% for 0 cm DOB area 

• 90.9% for 5 cm DOB area 

• 91.6% for 7 cm DOB area 

• Gravel compaction levels: 

• Intended: 94% of theoretical maximum dry density (2.133 kg/dm3) = 2.0 
kg/dm3 

• Actual (average of 10 readings for each test area): 

• 93.6% for 0 cm DOB area 

• 94.1% for 5 cm DOB area 

• 91.6% for 7 cm DOB area 
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• Topsoil compaction levels: 

• Intended: 85% of theoretical maximum dry density (2.024 kg/dm3) = 1.7 
kg/dm3 

• Actual (average of 10 readings for each test area): 

• 84.8% for 0 cm DOB area 

• 84.5% for 5 cm DOB area 

• 85.7% for 7 cm DOB area 

• Depths tested in each soil: 0 cm, 5 cm, 7 cm depth of burial (DOB).  See Annex A 
for a definition of depth of burial.  These three depths were chosen as the Tempest 
is not capable of digging deeper than 7 cm, so it was felt that burying targets 
deeper would be pointless. 

• Number of test target mines at each depth, in each soil type: 50 

• Witness panels included with each set of 50 targets: 3 – one at the start, one at the 
mid point and one at the end of each test area. 

• A second set of tests with 50 targets in each of the three depths in sand were 
conducted using the new electronic AP targets known as Wirelessly Operated 
Reproduction Mines (WORM) developed by CCMAT. 

3.3 Test Targets 

Two types of targets were used for this trial.  A complete series using the live fuzes 
with inert pucks used by SWEDEC was completed (50 targets in each of three soil 
conditions at three depths).  A brief set of tests in sand only with 50 targets at each of 
three depths was completed to verify the operation of the WORMs against the data 
from the live fuzes. 

The WORMs developed by CCMAT are intended to be inert replacements for the live 
fuzes employed by SWEDEC.  These targets use the same basic geometry as the 
SWEDEC test targets except the live fuze is replaced by a plastic plunger that operates 
a switch on an electronic board.  Each battery operated WORM sends a total of 200 
messages containing a unique identification number to a receiver connected to a 
computer some distance away.  This identification number is also engraved on each 
electronic board and written on the top and bottom pieces of the test target.  While 
there are limitations imposed by the radio frequency technology of the WORMs, the 
targets are completely safe, transportable, and provide the additional advantage of 
individual target traceability. 
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A photograph of a WORM body that has been cut open to demonstrate the inner 
composition of the test target is shown in Figure 4.  For comparison, a photograph of 
the SWEDEC test target with live fuze is shown in Figure 5.  Note that the plastic 
pucks are physically the same in both cases. 

Two frequencies of mechanically identical WORM targets have been developed by 
CCMAT, 433 MHz and 315 MHz.  The version used for a particular trial is dictated by 
the frequencies used in the remote control system for the machine under evaluation.   

For the Tempest, the 315 MHz WORM system was used as the 433 MHz targets could 
not be used due to interference from the Tempest remote control system.  While buried 
433 MHz targets normally are able to send messages to a receiver located on the edge 
of the test area up to 30 meters away, the range of the 315 MHz system is limited to a 
few meters.  To overcome the range limitations of the 315 MHz WORM system, the 
receiver was mounted on the Tempest, and the data from the WORM transmitted back 
to the computer via a secondary, longer range data link.  A photograph of this setup is 
shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 4. Cutaway photograph of WORM test target 
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Figure 5. Photograph of SWEDEC live fuze target. 

 
Figure 6. Photograph of WORM receiver setup on Tempest. 
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4. Test Results 
 

4.1 Effects Against Mine Targets 

This section summarizes the performance of the machine as tested using the mine 
targets.  In addition to simply tabulating numbers, the data is given a statistical 
treatment as suggested by the CEN Workshop Agreement. 

4.1.1 Tabular Data and Explanations 

Table 1 shows the status of each of the SWEDEC live-fuzed targets at each 
depth, and in each soil condition.  This table also indicates the number of 
untriggered fuzes which were found separated from their main charges.  The 
notes following the table provide additional, amplifying information for each 
case.  Table 2 provides similar results for the WORM test targets in sand. 

The aggregate neutralisation effectiveness (triggered and mechanically 
neutralised) is shown in Table 3. 

During each test, at least three people were responsible for counting fuze 
detonations.  After the test was complete, any remaining fuzes would be 
sought using metal detectors. If the fuzes could not be found right away, 
additional steps were taken.  The soil was turned over twice with a farm 
plough, once with a backhoe bucket and twice with an excavator bucket. The 
soil was visually inspected during each operation, and the metal detectors 
were used to check the soil after each turning operation.  In a few cases a 
mine/fuze still could not be found.  In this situation, while extremely unlikely, 
it is possible that the mine/fuze might have been left live and intact.  It is also 
possible that the fuze might have been detonated and not heard by any of the 
three observers.  Finally, it is possible that the mine may have been broken 
apart and the fuze was simply not found despite all the searching.  As such, it 
cannot be stated with complete certainty that this target was triggered or not.  
In this situation, the data in the following tables assumes that the target was 
not triggered or neutralized, but a footnote is added to this effect. 

In Table 3 the worst performance achieved is 11/50 in topsoil with the 
SWEDEC targets at 7 cm. 
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Table 1. SWEDEC Fuze Targets Detonated or Neutralized 

SOIL 
TYPE 

DEPTH 
(CM) EM

PL
A

C
ED

 

TR
IG

G
ER

ED
 

M
EC

H
A

N
IC

A
LL

Y 
N

EU
TR

A
LI

ZE
D

 

SE
PA

R
A

TE
 

FU
ZE

S 

LIVE-
DAMAGED LIVE N

O
T 

 
R

EC
O

VE
R

ED
 

Sand 0 50 49 0 0 0 1 0 
Sand 5 501 47 1 0 0 2 0 
Sand 7 502 11 3 1 0 35 0 

Gravel 0 50 50 0 0 0 0 0 
Gravel 5 50 50 0 0 0 0 0 
Gravel 7 503 38 1 2 2 7 0 
Topsoil 0 50 44 0 1 0 5 0 
Topsoil 5 504 30 3 5 1 11 0 
Topsoil 7 505 11 0 0 2 37 0  

This material is taken from the data sheets contained in Annex D.  This table combines detonated mines with those 
left damaged, non-functional (neutralized).  There were 50 targets in each test condition. 

Notes to Table 1: 

1 The machine stopped flailing approximately 2 m from the end of the test lane due to 
an alarm condition, but after all mines had been encountered.  The machine was able 
to start flailing again after approximately 1 minute and complete the test.  The alarm 
condition was later determined to be due to a low fuel level. 

2 The machine was unintentionally operated on the left side of the test lane.  Some of 
the targets were missed by the flail due to this.  One of the live fuzes could not be 
found.  There were 39 intact (ie. no fuze detonation) mine bottom pieces found and 38 
fuzes.  The missing fuze was therefore not detonated while the mine was intact; it was 
either separated and not detonated or separated and detonated. 

3 Several of the separate fuzes were flung forward or to the side of the machine and 
were found outside of the test lane. 

4 One of the mines was activated by the wheel of the machine rather than the flail but 
was still neutralised.  Note that the track width of the steel wheels is larger than the 
flail. 

5 Two mines were left intact with fuze, but the fuzes were damaged sufficiently that 
the mines would not function normally.  This is not considered neutralized since the 
fuze is still in contact with the explosive charge and might be able to function under 
abnormal loading conditions. 
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Table 2. WORM Targets Triggered 1 

SOIL 
TYPE 

DEPTH 
(CM) 

EMPLACED TRIGGERED MECHANICALLY 
NEUTRALIZED 

LIVE-
DAMAGED 

LIVE NOT 
RECOVERED 

Sand 0 50 47 1 2 0 0 

Sand 5 50 32 5 6 7 0 

Sand 7 50 18 5 3 24 0 

1 This material is taken from the data sheets contained in Annex D.  All targets triggered are digitally recorded during the 
test run.  In some cases, targets that are not digitally recorded are deemed to be triggered by the physical evidence 
gathered through visual inspection of the target.  Targets ‘Not Recovered’ are those which did not register on the computer 
and could not be found to verify their physical condition. 

 

 

Table 3. Mine Targets Triggered/Detonated or Neutralized 

 
 

0 CM 5 CM 7 CM 

SOIL TARGET Triggered Triggered Triggered 

Sand 

Sand 

SWEDEC 

WORM 

49/50 

48/50 

48/50 

37/50 

15/501 

23/50 

Gravel SWEDEC 50/50 50/50 41/50 

Topsoil SWEDEC 45/50 38/50 11/50 

This material is taken from the data sheets contained in Annex D.  This table includes only detonated mines.  
There were 50 targets in each test condition.  SWEDEC refers to the targets with live fuzes, WORM refers to 
the Wirelessly Operated Reproduction Mine targets. 

Notes to Table 3: 

1 One fuze could not be found.  As the fuze was separated from the main body, the risk 
posed by this item would be significantly less than a complete mine.  See Table 1 
Note 2. 

4.1.2 Statistical Treatment of Data 

As suggested in the Figure 1 of the CEN Workshop agreement, a collection of 
machine test data is simply an estimate of the actual performance of the 
machine.  The more tests you do, and the more data points you collect, the 
more confident you can have in the estimate.  Intuitively this makes sense; 
you can have much more confidence in a machine that has neutralized 
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950/1000 mines than you can have in a machine which has neutralized 3/3, 
even though the second machine appears to have achieved 100% compared to 
95% for the first machine. 

One of the easiest ways to understand the performance data in a statistical 
manner is to present the data in terms of confidence intervals as shown in 
Figure 7.  Note that these curves are only valid for sets of 50 data points. 
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Figure 7. Performance Data – Statistical Treatment Worst Case 

 

 

To illustrate the interpretation of Figure 7, consider the data for gravel at 7 
cm DOB using the SWEDEC test targets.  You can state that there is a 95% 
probability that the actual performance of the machine in gravel at 7 cm DOB 
lies between 69% and 91%.  The statistical confidence for the worst 
performing test lane (topsoil at 7 cm) was between 12% and 36%. 

Finally, there will often be a desire to compare machines based on their 
performance data.  Simply summing the number of dead mines out of 450 
total mines in the test program does not give useful or meaningful 
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comparisons.  Rather, you can refer to the graph in Figure 8 for each different 
soil and depth condition.  To do this: 

• For the machine which apparently has the better performance, enter the 
test number of mines triggered/neutralized out of 50 on the horizontal 
axis and draw a line vertically upward. 

• For the machine which apparently has the worse performance, enter the 
test number of mines triggered/neutralized out of 50 on the vertical axis 
and draw a line horizontally to the right. 

Machine Comparison (95% Confidence Level for a data set of 50 targets)
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Figure 8. Machine Comparison Based on Performance Data 

 

• If the two lines meet above the thick blue curve, there is a 95% 
probability that there is no significant difference between the 
performance of the two machines for that soil and depth condition.  If the 
two lines meet below the thick blue curve, there is a 95% probability that 
there is a significant difference between the two machines. 

4.1.3 Debris and Scatter 

When a machine such as the Tempest engages a mine target it may leave the 
mine in a number of different conditions.  As described in Annex A, the 
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target may be left intact and fully functional or it may be intact but damaged. 
It may be lightly damaged or completely broken apart.  Finally, it may be 
triggered, leaving only a ‘smoking hole’ with a scattering of inert debris. 

After each test in the series, the test lanes were searched as described above, 
and the materials of interest were assembled and inspected.  These materials 
included fuzes, fuze components, intact targets, and mine bodies with most or 
all of their (inert) main charge intact.  The images in Figure 9 through Figure 
15 show some of the debris collected.  The test data sheets contained in 
Annex D describe the number of fuzes or intact mines that were found and 
how many were damaged (would not function under normal loading 
conditions).  The reader is invited to draw his or her own conclusions about 
the severity of the debris left in and around the area. 

 

Figure 9. Example of Cosmetic Damage to SWEDEC Target – Sand, 0 cm DOB 
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Figure 10. Debris of Interest – Sand, 5 cm DOB 

 

 
Figure 11. Debris of Interest – Sand, 15 cm DOB 
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Figure 12. Debris of Interest – Gravel, 7 cm DOB 

 

 
Figure 13. Debris – Topsoil, 0 cm DOB 
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Figure 14. Debris of Interest – Topsoil, 7 cm DOB 

 

 
Figure 15. Debris of Interest – WORM Sand, 0 cm DOB 

 

Along with the items shown above, remains from the targets which were 
completely destroyed could be found in and around the test lanes.  Like all 
flails, the Tempest is prone to throwing soil, vegetation and mine fragment 
debris (see Figure 16).  This was observed in all tests, some fuzes being 
thrown at least 4m from the test lane by the flail.  As noted previously, this 
behaviour is not uncommon with flails. 
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Figure 16. Typical Debris Throwing 

 

4.2 Depth and Consistency of Penetration Across The Path 

4.2.1 General 

As described in Annex A, fibreboards were used to measure the depth and 
consistency of penetration across the path of the vehicle.  Note that the grid 
behind the fibreboard is 2 cm x 2 cm in each of the photographs shown in 
Figures 17 to 25.  As the vehicle wheels were wider than the flail cutting 
path, the wheels damaged the outside edges of the board in some of the 
photographs.  The transition zone near the edge of the flail is not apparent as 
a result, so caution should be used when attempting to infer the performance 
based on the fiberboards near the edges of the flail cutting path. 
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4.2.2 Depth and Consistency of Penetration in Sand 

The fibreboards in Figure 17, Figure 18 and Figure 19 show a depth 
penetration of 0 to 2 cm.  The area near the center of the flail has the lowest 
penetration, with the outside edges of the flail digging perhaps 2 cm deeper. 

 

  

Figure 17. Depth of Penetration in Sand with mines at 0 cm DOB 

 

 

 

 
  

Figure 18. Depth of Penetration in Sand with mines at 5 cm DOB 
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Figure 19. Depth of Penetration in Sand with mines at 7 cm DOB 

 

4.2.3 Depth and Consistency of Penetration in Gravel 

The fibreboards in Figure 20, Figure 21 and Figure 22 show an even depth 
penetration of approximately 4 cm.  There is no apparent evidence of skip 
zones in this test. 
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Figure 20. Depth of Penetration in Gravel with mines at 0 cm DOB 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Depth of Penetration in Gravel with mines at 5 cm DOB 
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Figure 22. Depth of Penetration in Gravel with mines at 7 cm DOB 

 

4.2.4 Depth and Consistency of Penetration in Topsoil 

The fiberboards shown in Figures 23-25 illustrate a consistent digging depth 
of 4 to 6 cm.  No skip zones are visible. 

 

 

  

Figure 23. Depth of Penetration in Topsoil with mines at 0 cm DOB 
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Figure 24. Depth of Penetration in Topsoil with mines at 5 cm DOB 

 

 

  

Figure 25. Depth of Penetration in Topsoil with mines at 7 cm DOB 
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4.2.5 Depth and Consistency of Penetration – Discussion 

The consistency of penetration in all three soil types – sand, gravel, and 
topsoil – was similar.  Two factors limit the ability of the Tempest to 
penetrate the ground – the low power of the machine and the skid design 
which limits ground penetration. 

It should be noted that the wheel motors of the Tempest are linked to the flail 
head.  When the flail head requires more power, the wheel motors slow down.  
This technique likely assists in reducing the possibility of skip zones as the 
forward speed of the machine is adjusted to match ground conditions. 

4.3 Depth Consistency Along the Path 

The depth control mechanism of the Tempest uses a hydraulic-assisted float system 
with the skids on the sides of the flail head controlling the height.  During these tests, 
this seemed to be a reasonably effective method of ensuring that the depth of 
penetration of the flail was consistent. 

4.4 Mobility, Vegetation, and Survivability 

Mobility, vegetation, and survivability tests were not conducted during this period as 
they had been previously assessed. 

Although not directly assessed, some mobility issues with the Tempest were noted.  
The Tempest experienced mobility problems in the sand lane as the solid wheels had a 
tendency to dig into the ground.  There were several occasions where the machine 
nearly became stuck. 

4.5 Other Observations 

4.5.1 Remote Control System 

No major problems with the remote control system were noted during the 
tests.  The ergonomics of using this remote control for long period of time 
may not be that good; however, the automatic forward speed control reduces 
the required operator input.   

There is no feedback from the Tempest to the operator on the remote control 
itself; the operator must rely on the machine to shut down automatically in 
the event of a mechanical problem.  The gages on the rear of the machine will 
not necessarily be visible from the operator’s position, leading to difficulty in 
diagnosing the problem if the machine shuts down in the middle of a mined 
area. 
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As with all remotely operated machines, the ability of the operator to 
precisely position the machine will be reduced as the distance from the unit is 
increased.  An operator controlling the Tempest from a distance may have 
difficulty in preventing the machine from getting stuck in sandy conditions as 
they may not notice that the machine is losing traction until it is immobile. 

4.5.2 Speed 

The Tempest is somewhat unique among flails in the forward speed control 
mechanism.  As discussed previously, the forward speed of the machine is 
automatically adjusted to match the resistance to cutting experienced by the 
flail.  It was noted that the speed did change as the machine moved through 
the test lane. 

One side-effect of the hydraulic-based speed control system is the jerky 
forward movement of the Tempest in particularly difficult (ie. hard) ground 
conditions.  The machine may move forward in small increments in difficult 
ground conditions.  As this issue was only noted during very low speed 
operation, it should not be too troublesome.   

 

Table 4. Speeds Achieved 

 
 

0 CM 5 CM 7 CM 

SOIL TARGET1
 metres/hour metres/hour metres/hour 

Sand 

Sand 

SWEDEC 

WORM 

366 

186 

320 

229 

550 

317 

Gravel SWEDEC 263 320 186 

Topsoil SWEDEC 613 634 256 

1 SWEDEC refers to the SWEDEC test targets with the live fuzes.  WORM refers to the Wirelessly Operated 
Reproduction Mine targets. 

 

4.5.3 Fuel Solenoid Problems 

A fuel solenoid problem has been noted on this particular Tempest.  The fuel 
solenoid sticks on start-up, resulting in a blown electrical fuze and the 
machine failing to run.  DTW was aware of the problem and provided work-
around instructions during the trial. 
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4.5.4 Flail Shroud Design 

The flail shroud design tends to ensure that most of the debris is thrown 
forward rather than up in the air or behind the Tempest.  The sides on the 
shroud also help to reduce the movement of debris to the side of the machine. 

One drawback of the one-piece shroud is that the entire part may require 
replacement after a blast.  There does not appear to have been consideration 
given to easy replacement of the sheetmetal parts on the flail head.  A 
significant amount of cutting and welding would be required to replace the 
shroud materials – they appear to be integral to the flail head.  Although 
significant repair after an AT blast is expected, the cumulative effects of 
several fragmentation mines or larger AP blast mines may also require the 
shroud to be refurbished. 

A simple solution for replacement of the panels may be to change the 
currently welded parts with bolt-on replaceable panels.  It may also be 
possible to allow the panels to fail intentionally during blast, reducing the 
overall damage to the flail head. 

4.5.5 Debris Traps 

Figure 26 shows a location on the inside of the Tempest wheel where debris 
is collected.  The outside of the wheels are also prone to collecting debris.  
Although the debris shown in Figure 26 is a debris from a detonated target, it 
is not difficult to conceive of a situation where this would be a live mine or 
piece of UXO. 

Debris collection inside the wheels could be addressed by using plastic or 
sheet-metal inverted cone inserts to prevent debris from collecting inside.  

 

Figure 26. Debris Collects Inside Wheels 
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4.5.6 Hammer Wear 

No significant hammer wear was noted during the tests.  A full evaluation of 
hammer wear would require a more extensive trial – since the test lanes 
comprised only a few hundred meters of flailing.  Cutting vegetation when 
processing the ground was not examined during these tests and may 
contribute to higher hammer wear and hammer loss. 

4.5.7 Width of Flail 

The flail is narrower than the outside width of the wheels on the Tempest.  
While the Tempest does not have an excess amount of power available to flail 
a wider path, some problems can easily be envisioned with the narrow flail.   

Although the primary task of the Tempest is not to detonate mines, it does 
have some capability to neutralise threats near the surface.  As threats near 
the surface are most likely to be detonated by the Tempest wheels, the risk of 
the wheels detonating mines is higher where the ground has not been flailed.  
Although the Tempest may not sustain significant damage from an AP blast, 
repair to the wheels will likely be required.  The time spent repairing damage 
to the machine caused by the detonation of mines under the wheels will 
reduce the overall productivity of the operation.  

 

4.6 Comparison of Test Targets and Conditions 

The results from the trial in Cambodia summarized by Leach et al. [1] and the 
results from the trial in Sweden had similar results for both the WORM and 
SWEDEC test targets.  A comparison between the trial in Cambodia and 
Sweden is shown in Figure 27 and 28. 

As shown in Figure 27, the results in sand were similar for all three target 
types at all three depths.  The only condition for which the results from one 
test had a statistically significant difference between the other two was the 
SWEDEC fuze test at 5 cm.  The trend of reducing performance with greater 
depth is also apparent in all three conditions. 

Figure 28 shows that there is no statistically significant difference between 
the SWEDEC fuze trials in Sweden and the Type 72A MRMs in Cambodia at 
depths of 0 or 5 cm.  Again, reduced performance at greater depths is 
apparent from both results. 

A more detailed study evaluating the soil properties and conditions in the two 
locations would be required to provide a complete comparison.  Comparing 
these conditions is beyond the scope of this report.  The results from these 
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tests show that results from trials using non-standardized test lanes may be 
useful to give a general indication of machine performance.   

The results from the sand trials show that the performance data from WORMs 
and SWEDEC fuzes is similar.  Both types of test targets indicate the same 
general performance trends for the Tempest. 
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Figure 27. Comparison of Performance Data – Sand 
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Figure 28. Comparison of Performance Data – Topsoil 
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4.7 Manufacturer Comments 

DTW has provided feedback to a draft version of this report.  This response is 
contained in Annex E.   

DTW seems to be taking a proactive approach to modifying the machine to address 
many of the issues raised in this report.   
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

5.1 Positive Observations 

Tempest has a good pedigree from operational usage as a machine for vegetation 
cutting.  Many of the improvements to the Tempest can be traced back to lessons 
learned in real minefields.   

The Tempest should be repairable in many under-developed countries as the machine 
does not have complex components or machining.  The Tempest remote control 
system is very simple and does not require a great deal of operator training. 

5.2 Areas Requiring Attention 

There were four main areas which the test team thought would benefit from some 
attention. 

• The steel wheels of the Tempest have a wider track path than the flail; surface 
threats not processed by the flail may be encountered by the wheels. 

• The mobility of the Tempest is limited on sand.  Alternate wheel or track systems 
may require examination if this machine is to be used on cohesionless soils. 

• No feedback is provided to the user through the remote control link; the operator is 
given visual indications of alarm conditions by lights on the machine.  The 
machine could break down inside a mined area, and the operator would not be able 
to determine the nature of the fault until they physically check the machine. 

• The wheels of the machine carried mine debris out of the test area; some small 
changes should be made to the wheel geometry to prevent this from happening. 

The maximum depth of penetration of the flail at 7 cm precludes the usage of this tool 
as a primary mechanical neutralisation device; it can only be used for processing the 
ground for other follow-on operations. 

5.3 Portability of Test Targets and Trials 

Non-standardized test conditions may give useful results to indicate machine 
performance.  The trials in Cambodian and Sweden both indicated similar 
performance trends for the Tempest in the same generic soil categories (sand and 
topsoil).  These comparisons may not be valid in unique soil conditions; care should 
be taken to select test areas that are broadly similar to those described in CWA 15044. 
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SWEDEC live fuze test targets and inert electronic WORM targets appear to give 
similar results.  As live fuzes cannot be easily used for testing mechanical equipment 
throughout most of the world, the WORM system promises to be a good alternative.  
The additional feature of individual target traceability on the WORM system may also 
provide useful information. 

5.4 Recommendations 

The DTW Tempest with ground engaging flail is a machine that appears to be capable 
of performing the task of processing the ground ahead of manual demining activities.  
The machine will not, however, dig deeper than 7 cm, and it will not reliably detonate 
mines.  Some minor design changes may improve some potential problems with this 
machine, but significantly improving neutralisation performance may take a significant 
amount of effort.  As long as users of the Tempest do not have unduly high 
expectations of performance, and its role is limited to ground preparation, it may be a 
useful tool. 
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Annex A – Trial Description 
 

The following material provides an overall description of the test facilities, the test 
targets and the test methods.  This information is relevant to almost any machine tested 
at this site.  It is summarized briefly in the main body of this report along with 
information that is specific to this particular machine evaluation. 

Test Facilities and Tools 
The test facilities at Norra Kulla, just outside of Eksjö, have been used to test several 
pieces of equipment in recent years.  This site includes three soil environments 
specifically for performance tests.  Parallel lanes 5m wide and 100m long provide 
compacted sand, compacted gravel and compacted topsoil.  The sand and gravel lanes 
are easily replicated almost anywhere.  As the characteristics of topsoil may vary from 
one location to the next, data from the topsoil lane may not be quite as repeatable. 

The soil in each test lane was prepared as follows.  Prior to a test the soil was loosened 
with ordinary agricultural or construction equipment, and then compacted using the 
vibratory compacter as shown in Figure A-1.  The soil compaction  and moisture content 
were monitored until the compaction reached the defined level (shown below) for that 
soil type.  Compaction and moisture content were measured using the CPN 
International model MC-3 Portaprobe shown in Figure A-2.  For each test area 10 
readings were taken at a depth of 20 cm below the ground surface.  These 10 values 
were averaged to establish the compaction and moisture levels for that area. 
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Figure A-1. Soil Preparation – Loosening and Compacting The Soil 
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Figure A-2.  MC-3 Portaprobe for Measuring Soil Compaction and Moisture Content 

 

Soil Compaction 
Ideally the soil would be compacted to virtually 100%, or its theoretical maximum 
level of compaction.  This is very difficult to achieve, and depends on the moisture 
content of the soil.  Based on the results of soil analyses conducted for SWEDEC, the 
compaction levels shown below were selected to allow testing over a range of soil 
moisture contents, and are reasonable and practical approximations of well compacted 
soil. 

• Sand: 90% of theoretical maximum dry density (1.891 kg/dm3) = 1.7 kg/dm3 

• Gravel: 94% of theoretical maximum dry density (2.133 kg/dm3) = 2.0 kg/dm3 

• Topsoil: 85% of theoretical maximum dry density (2.024 kg/dm3) = 1.7 kg/dm3 

An example of a soil analysis for the topsoil is shown in Figure A-3.  In this Swedish 
language chart, the horizontal axis refers to the moisture content (by weight), while the 
vertical axis shows the density, with a maximum occurring at 2.024 kg/dm3.  A 95% 
compaction level (approximately 1.9 kg/dm3) could only be achieved with soil 
moisture contents between 6% and 12%; this might restrict testing if the moisture 
content were out of range on a given day.  By comparison, compacting the topsoil to 
approximately 1.7 kg/dm3 results in the soil reaching 85% of its theoretical maximum 
compaction.  For the topsoil this is a useful target since it can be achieved without 
undue difficulty, and also because it is achievable over a wide range of moisture 
contents up to 18% or greater.  Similar analyses were done to select the compaction 
levels for the sand and gravel areas. 
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Figure A-3. Soil Analysis - Topsoil 

 

Soil Particle Size Distribution 
Samples from the sand, gravel and topsoil areas were analyzed to determine particle 
size distribution, with Figure A-4 showing the results. 
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Figure A-4. Soil Particle Distributions 

 

Test Targets 
The first type of test target used in this trial was the standard SWEDEC mine surrogate 
shown in Figure A-5 and Figure A-6.  The targets make use of live fuzes from the M/49 
antipersonnel mine, installed in inert, plaster-filled plastic bodies.  These targets 
closely replicate many typical, small, antipersonnel landmines which a machine might 
be expected to encounter. 

The second type of test target used in this trial was the Wirelessly Operated 
Reproduction Mine (WORM).  These targets were developed by CCMAT to be a low 
cost, inert target suitable for use anywhere in the world.  The WORM system uses a 
small, low power radio frequency electronic transmitter board.  The plastic body and 
trigger force (10-15 kg) have been designed to meet the specification in the CEN 
Workshop Agreement CWA 15044.  The plastic body of the WORM is identical to the 
SWEDEC mine surrogates.  A cut-away view of a WORM target is shown in Figure 
A-7. 

When the trigger force is reached, the WORM sends out a 0.5 second signal consisting 
of a target-specific serial number repeated 200 times.  This signal is received by a 
specialised receiver through a high-gain antenna, and recorded to a computer running 
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Windows-based software.  The target-specific serial number is permanently marked on 
the transmitter board as well as at several locations on the exterior of the plastic body. 

Prior to burying the WORM test targets, it was necessary to manually trigger each 
target in order of lane placement.  This baseline test ensured that each WORM target 
was functional and recorded the original order in which the targets are buried.   

During the machine trial, signals from the triggered WORMs were recorded on the 
computer.  Following the completion of that test lane by the machine, it was then 
necessary to recover the WORM test targets.  The key recovery priority was test 
targets from which no radio frequency signal was received.  These targets were 
examined for further categorization.   

WORMs that were mechanically damaged to the point of being non-functional were 
recorded as mechanically neutralised.  WORMs that were damaged but still functional 
were recorded as live damaged.  Occasionally, examination of the recovered WORM 
target indicated that the target should have initiated based on damage to the switch or 
plunger, but no signal was received.  These WORM targets were recorded as 
neutralised.  WORM test targets that were recovered intact, with no damage and from 
which no signal was received, were considered live. 

For the trial, 50 targets were buried at each depth, in each soil.  Based on three depths 
in each soil type, this translated to 450 individual mine targets for a complete trial.  To 
simplify the test procedures and data collection, each test comprised 50 targets, all at a 
single depth.  Once that test was completed, another 50 targets were placed at a 
different depth or in a different soil. 

The targets were located approximately 0.5m apart to minimize the effects of soil 
disturbance from one target to another.  They were laid in a path whose width was 
approximately 50% of the width of the machine working tool.  In other words, a 
machine with a 2 metre wide tool would have targets spread approximately 0.5m on 
either side of the machine centreline, for a total path width of 1 metre. 
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Figure A-5. SWEDEC Antipersonnel Mine Surrogates 

 

 
Figure A-6. SWEDEC Antipersonnel Mine Surrogates Ready For Testing 
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Figure A-7. Cut-away View of WORM Test Target 

 

Mine Target Burial 
In all cases, the mines were buried as shown in Figure A-8.  The depth of burial (DOB) 
was measured from the top surface of the mine (not the top surface of the fuze), to the 
ground surface.  Hence, a burial depth of 0 cm is illustrated in Figure A-5, above.  To 
minimize soil disturbance, the tool shown in Figure A-9 was used to pull out a soil core 
just slightly larger than the mine body.  The live fuzes were installed only just before 
the test began. 

The remainder of the hole above the SWEDEC targets was not filled with soil for 
safety reasons.  Soil was placed on top of the WORM test targets, however. 
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DOB – Subsurface DOB – Surface (flush) 
Figure A-8. Depth of Burial For All Mine Targets 

 

 
Figure A-9. Mine Target Burial Tool To Minimize Soil Disturbance 
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Mine Target Level of Damage – SWEDEC Targets 
In accordance with the CEN workshop agreement, the results of the tests against mine 
targets were evaluated as follows. 

• Live, undamaged: Targets in this condition have not been damaged in any way, 
and remain fully functional. 

• Damaged, functional:  Targets in this condition have been damaged by the 
machine but remain functional.  This could include mines which have had part of 
the main explosive charge broken away, but where the fuze/initiation train remain 
attached to remaining explosive material.  Alternately, as shown in Figure A-10, it 
could be the fuze which has sustained damage, but which remains functional and 
able to detonate the mine. 

• Damaged, non-functional:  Targets in this condition have not been triggered, but 
have been broken apart to the point where they can no longer function.  This may 
be as simple as having removed an intact, functional fuze from an intact mine 
body, or it may be a complete mechanical shredding of all components of the mine 
and fuze.  Figure A-11 shows three example of this condition.  From left to right, 
they include (i) a broken fuze torn from the main charge, (ii) an intact fuze torn 
from the main charge, and (iii) an intact main charge without a fuze. While not 
explicitly required, data was also recorded to indicate non-triggered fuzes found 
separated from their respective mine bodies after each trial.  Examples are seen in 
Figure A-12 in which the top row shows intact, functional targets missed by a 
machine.  The second row shows fuzes separated from their mine bodies, and 
fuzes still attached to the upper parts of the mine bodies but separated from what 
would, in a real mine, be the main explosive charge.  The bottom row shows the 
lower bodies of targets which were broken apart without triggering the fuze, and 
where the bulk of the plaster (the main charge in a real mine) remains intact. 

• Triggered: Mines in this category are known to have been triggered by the 
machine.  Since real mine fuzes were used in this trial, it was a simple matter to 
count the detonations as the machine progressed.  Figure A-13, captured from video 
records of a different machine, shows a mine target being triggered.  Just ahead of 
the smoke from the fuze, part of the red casing can be seen being expelled from 
the area. 
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Figure A-10. Level of Damage – Damaged, functional 

 

 

 

Figure A-11. Level of Damage – Damaged, non-functional 
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Figure A-12. Samples of Untriggered Targets After Test 

 

 
Figure A-13. Level of Damage – Triggered 
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Mine Target Level of Damage – WORM Targets 
In accordance with the CEN Workshop Agreement, the results of the tests against 
WORM targets were evaluated as follows. 

• Live, undamaged:  Targets in this condition have not been damaged in any way, 
and remain fully functional. 

• Damaged, functional:  Targets in this condition have been damaged by the 
machine but remain functional.  This could include mines which have had part of 
the main explosive charge broken away, but where the fuze/initiation train remain 
attached to remaining explosive material.   

• Mechanically neutralised:  Targets in this condition have not been triggered, but 
have been broken apart to the point where they can no longer function.  This may 
be as simple as having removed an intact, functional fuze from an intact mine 
body, or it may be a complete mechanical shredding of all components of the mine 
and fuze.   

• Triggered:  Mines in this category are known to have been triggered by the 
machine.  The electronic record captured by the computer and those recovered 
WORMs from which no signal was received that have an obvious indication of the 
plunger impacting the switch are in this category. 

The flowchart in Figure A-10 illustrates the criteria used to evaluate the status of each 
WORM following a trial. 
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Figure A-14. WORM Status Evaluation 

Witness Boards 
Along with the mine targets, witness boards were installed at three locations across 
each lane.  At the start, middle and end of each test area, 3 mm thick, 300 mm tall oil-
hardened (water resistant) fibreboards were installed across the full width of the flail 
head.  Buried flush with the surface as shown in Figure A-15, the boards act as witness 
panels to record the depth of penetration of the flail hammers.  This technique does not 
record the force with which the hammers strike, but it does give a clear, unambiguous 
indication of depth of penetration.  Figure A-15 also shows a typical example of the 
witness boards after a test when some of the neighbouring soil has been removed to 
expose the boards. 

A simple ‘pizza cutter’ tool was devised to make installation of the witness boards 
quick and easy without excessive disturbance of the surrounding soil.  This tool, 
shown in Figure A-16, worked very well in the sand and topsoil but was not very 
effective in gravel, where manual labour was the most effective means. 
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Ready For Test 

 
After Test 

Figure A-15. Witness Boards 
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Figure A-16. ‘Pizza Cutter’ Used to Install Witness Boards 

 

Test Methods 
Following preparation of the soil in the test lanes, and installation of the mine targets 
and witness boards as described above, the machine was prepared for a test run.  The 
machine was positioned about 5-10 metres before the start of the test lane to allow the 
operator to get the machine operating in a consistent, stable manner prior to the start of 
the lane.  Cameras were started and personnel put in place to count detonations from 
the triggered fuzes. 
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A representative from the manufacturer was used as a machine operator to ensure that 
the machine was operated in the most effective manner possible.  When all was ready, 
the machine operator was signalled to begin, and the machine was operated through 
the test area containing 3 witness boards and 50 mine targets.  With two or three 
people counting fuze detonations, the number of ‘triggered mines’ were easily 
determined. 

Following the machine process, metal detectors were used to locate any untriggered 
fuzes and also the metal washers in the plaster-filled bodies.  In this way, untriggered 
fuzes could be examined and ultimately discarded in a safe manner, and any 
untriggered or damaged mine casings can be inspected to determine the probable level 
of damage inflicted by the machine.  Finally, with all untriggered fuzes removed from 
the area, the witness boards were removed, labelled, and photographed. 

 

 
Figure A-17. Locating Untriggered Fuzes After The Machine 

 

Along with the test lanes, the facilities at Norra Kulla provide office and 
administration space, warehouse and storage space, and basic workshop facilities. 
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Annex B – Tempest Manufacturer Brochure 
 

The following material is included by permission of Development Technology 
Workshop, the machine manufacturer.  Note that this brochure describes the Tempest 
Mk V with the vegetation cutting head, not the ground engaging flail.  While not all of 
the details included herein were independently verified by the test team, the brochure 
is believed to be representative of the machine tested with the exception of the 
vegetation cutting head. 
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Tempest Mk V Brochure 
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Tempest Mk V Brochure 
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Tempest Mk V Brochure 
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Tempest Mk V Brochure 
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Tempest Mk V Brochure 
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Tempest Mk V Brochure 
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Tempest Mk V Brochure 
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Annex C – Photographs – Tempest in Operation 
 

The photographs that follow show some additional images of interest from the trial 
period. 
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Figure C-1. Sand lane ready for test; wooden 
stakes mark witness panel locations 

Figure C-2. Topsoil test lane following a test 

Figure C-3. Tempest flail triggering fuze Figure C-4. Uncovering untriggered SWEDEC 
targets following a test 
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Figure C-5. Partially excavated fiberboard from 
gravel 7 cm test lane 

Figure C-6. Searching for SWEDEC targets 
following test 

Figure C-7. WORMs in sand at 0 cm Figure C-8. WORM receiver mounted on Tempest 



 

This page intentionally left blank. 
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Annex D – Test Data Sheets 
 

The tables that follow show the data collected from the SWEDEC test mines and WORM targets.  
This data is the source for the tables and analyses in the main body of this report. 
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Sand 0 cm SWEDEC Fuzes 
Pre Trial 
 
Date: September 13 2005 
Weather: Mainly sunny winds 5-10 km/hr 
Temperature: 15-20 C 
Company: DTW     
Machine: Tempest 25  
Deployment Depth: 0cm  
Test lane: #1 
Soil type: sand 
Rate of Compaction: 91.4% 
Water Content: 3.01% 
Clearing Depth: see post trial photos 
Time / 25 m: about 4:06:00  
Clearing Speed (m/hr): about 265.9 
Mines Deployed: 50 
 
Post Trial  
 
Mines mechanically neutralized <50%: 49 
Mines mechanically neutralized >50%: 0 
Live Damaged: 0 
Live: 1 
Total: 50 
Detonations: 49 
 
 
Notes 
 

- The fuses for these trials were white. 
- The time for 25 meters and clearing speed are only estimates as the remote battery 

cable end has a broken locking collar and probably came loose causing a signal drop 
out. This caused the machine to pause during the actual run. The time was estimated 
by qualified SWEDEC staff. 

 

Test Data Sheet 
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Sand 5 cm SWEDEC Fuzes 
Pre Trial 
 
Date: September 13 2005 
Weather: Overcast light winds 
Temperature: about 20 C 
Company: DTW  
Machine: Tempest 25  
Deployment Depth: 5cm 
Test lane: #2 
Soil type: sand 
Rate of Compaction: 90.9% 
Water Content: 2.7% 
Clearing Depth: 5cm  
Time / 25 m: 4:41:04 
Clearing Speed (m/hr): 320.239 
Mines Deployed: 50 
 
Post Trial  
 
Mines mechanically neutralized <50%: 47 
Mines mechanically neutralized >50%: 1 
Live Damaged: 0 
Live: 2 
Total: 50 
Detonations: 47 
 
 
Notes 
 

- Fuses for this trial were yellow. 
- 100% of the fuses were accounted for at the end of this trial. 

 

Test Data Sheet 
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Sand 7 cm SWEDEC Fuzes 
Pre Trial 
 
Date: September 14 2005 
Weather: Overcast winds 10-15 km/hr with some gusts to about 25 km/hr 
Temperature: about 10 C 
Company: DTW     
Machine: Tempest 25  
Deployment Depth: 7cm 
Test lane: #3 
Soil type: sand 
Rate of Compaction: 91.6% 
Water Content: 3.0% 
Clearing Depth: see photos from post trial   
Time / 25 m: 2:43:78 
Clearing Speed (m/hr): 549.52 
Mines Deployed: 50 
 
Post Trial  
 
Mines mechanically neutralized <50%: 11 
Mines mechanically neutralized >50%: 3 
Live Damaged: 0 
Live: 35 
Total: 50 
Detonations: 11 
 
 
Notes 
 

- The fuses for these trials were blue 
- One fuse is missing from this trial. 
- Travel speed of the T25 was too fast for the soil type. 
- The T25 had a problem staying in line with middle of track; It doesn’t like loose soils. 

 

Test Data Sheet 
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Gravel 0 cm SWEDEC Fuzes 
Pre Trial 
 
Date: September 14 2005 
Weather: Cloudy with some sunny breaks 
Temperature: about 15 C 
Company: DTW     
Machine: Tempest 25 
Deployment Depth: 0cm 
Test lane: #1 
Soil type: Gravel 
Rate of Compaction:  
Water Content:  
Clearing Depth: see photos from post trial  
Time / 25 m: 5:41:33 
Clearing Speed (m/hr): 263.67 
Mines Deployed: 50 
 
Post Trial  
 
Mines mechanically neutralized <50%: 50 
Mines mechanically neutralized >50%: 0 
Live Damaged: 0 
Live: 0 
Total: 50 
Detonations: 50 
 
 
Notes 
 

- The fuses for this trial were white 
- 100% of the mines deployed were detonated during the trial. 

 

Test Data Sheet 
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Gravel 5 cm SWEDEC Fuzes 
Pre Trial 
 
Date: September 14 2005 
Weather: Cloudy with some sun 
Temperature: about 15 C 
Company: DTW     
Machine: Tempest 
Deployment Depth: 5cm 
Test lane: #2 
Soil type: gravel 
Rate of Compaction:  
Water Content:  
Clearing Depth:  see post trial photos 
Time / 25 m: 4:41:06 
Clearing Speed (m/hr): 320.216 
Mines Deployed: 50 
 
Post Trial  
 
Mines mechanically neutralized <50%: 50 
Mines mechanically neutralized >50%: 0 
Live Damaged: 0 
Live: 0 
Total: 50 
Detonations: 50 
 
 
Notes 
 

- The fuses for this trial were yellow 
- 100% of the fuses detonated during the trial. 

 

Test Data Sheet 
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Gravel 7 cm SWEDEC Fuzes 
Pre Trial 
 
Date: September 14 2005 
Weather: Cloudy with very light drizzle 
Temperature: about 15 C 
Company: DTW  
Machine: Tempest 25 
Deployment Depth: 7cm 
Test lane: #3 
Soil type: gravel          
Rate of Compaction:  
Water Content:  
Clearing Depth: see post trial photos 
Time / 25 m: 8:05:10 
Clearing Speed (m/hr): 185.529 
Mines Deployed: 50  
 
Post Trial  
 
Mines mechanically neutralized <50%: 39  
Mines mechanically neutralized >50%: 2 
Live Damaged: 2 
Live: 7 
Total: 50 
Detonations: 38 
 
 
Notes 
 

- Fuses for this trial were blue. 
- One single fuse was found about 4m to the right of the lane. 
- One single fuse was found about 2m to the right of the lane. 
- 100% of the fuses were detonated during this trial. 
-  

Test Data Sheet 
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Topsoil 0 cm SWEDEC Fuzes 
Pre Trial 
 
Date: Monday 12 September 2005 
Weather: Some clouds and light winds 
Temperature: 17-18 C 
Company: DTW      
Machine: Tempest 25 
Deployment Depth: 0 cm, flush to surface 
Test lane: lane # 1 
Soil type: top soil  
Rate of Compaction: 84.8% 
Water Content: 10.3% 
Clearing Depth: See photos 
Time / 25 m: 2:26:71 
Clearing Speed (m/hr): 613.45  
Mines Deployed: 50 
 
Post Trial  
 
Mines mechanically neutralized <50%: 45 
Mines mechanically neutralized >50%: 0 
Live Damaged: 0 
Live: 5 
Total: 50 
Detonations: 44 
 
 
Notes 
 

- Fuses for these trials were white 
- 1 fuse was pulled out of the mine body during the run. 

Test Data Sheet 
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Topsoil 5 cm SWEDEC Fuzes 
Pre Trial 
 
Date: September 12 2005 
Weather: mainly sunny, some winds 10-25 km/hr 
Temperature: 17-20 C 
Company: DTW     
Machine: Tempest 25 
Deployment Depth: 5 cm 
Test lane: lane # 2 
Soil type: top soil 
Rate of Compaction: 84.5% 
Water Content: 11.1% 
Clearing Depth: see photos from post trial 
Time / 25 m: 2:21:96 
Clearing Speed (m/hr): 633.98 
Mines Deployed: 50 
 
Post Trial  
 
Mines mechanically neutralized <50%: 33 
Mines mechanically neutralized >50%: 5 
Live Damaged: 1 
Live: 11 
Total: 50 
Detonations: 30 
 
 
Notes 
 

- One of the 30 detonations was under the rear wheel 
- One of the mines ended up being inside the hollow metal wheel 
- 5 fuses were pulled out of the mine bodies. 
- The fuses for this trial were yellow. 

 

Test Data Sheet 
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Topsoil 7 cm SWEDEC Fuzes 
Pre Trial 
 
Date: September 13 2005 
Weather: Overcast light winds 0-5 km/hr 
Temperature: 6-8 C 
Company: DTW     
Machine: Tempest 
Deployment Depth: 7 cm 
Test lane: #3 
Soil type: top soil  
Rate of Compaction: 85.67% 
Water Content: 9.36% 
Clearing Depth: see post trial photos  
Time / 25 m: 5:52:00 
Clearing Speed (m/hr): 255.6818 
Mines Deployed: 50 
 
Post Trial  
 
Mines mechanically neutralized <50%: 11 
Mines mechanically neutralized >50%: 0 
Live Damaged: 2 
Live: 37 
Total: 50 
Detonations: 13 
 
 
Notes 
 

- Fuses for this trial were blue 
- 2 fuses were pulled from the mine bodies. 

 

Test Data Sheet 
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Sand 0 cm WORM 

Pre Post Count
Time of 
First

Time of 
Last

Time 
Difference Triggered

Mechanically 
Neutralized

Live 
Damaged Live

Not 
Recovered

14 14 95 243159 243420 261 1
01 01 183 254666 255217 551 1
3E 3E 154 264260 265101 841 1
5F 5F 134 273833 274264 431 1
7E 7E 25 279982 280012 30 1
3B 3B 237 284128 284859 731 1
55 55 58 289786 289937 151 1
29 29 202 294163 294783 620 1
7B 7B 56 297788 297858 70 1
66 66 30 301273 301413 140 1
5A 5A 58 305329 305399 70 1
2B - - - - - 0 1
87 - - - - - 0 1
58 58 95 321372 321672 300 1
5B 5B 74 326088 326279 191 1
68 68 86 331296 331516 220 1
07 07 116 337235 337585 350 1
81 81 37 342001 342051 50 1
60 60 18 347069 347099 30 1
09 - - - - - 0 1
6D 6D 260 356532 357273 741 1
88 88 6 360288 360398 110 1
54 54 95 365315 365575 260 1
39 39 66 370492 370803 311 1
18 18 80 374919 375439 520 1
31 31 55 378664 378744 80 1
48 48 87 383972 384092 120 1
6C 6C 56 388809 388879 70 1
56 56 188 394116 394537 421 1
2F 2F 65 403970 404291 321 1
52 52 56 415337 415517 180 1
70 70 222 425662 426222 560 1
86 86 174 438881 439592 711 1
2E 2E 359 458279 459390 1111 1
57 57 26 475944 475994 50 1
74 74 63 493569 493890 321 1
67 67 33 505857 506438 581 1
32 32 167 522301 522731 430 1
7D 7D 144 533286 533847 561 1
4B 4B 137 544192 544703 511 1
5C 5C 111 557561 557872 311 1
79 79 75 570129 570390 261 1
1E 1E 289 580334 581185 851 1
30 30 141 590719 591039 320 1
84 84 58 599081 599231 150 1
1D 1D 197 609176 609716 540 1
04 04 217 620562 621373 811 1
03 03 338 632008 632820 812 1
71 71 57 649884 650044 160 1
40 40 235 653970 654761 791 1

TOTAL 47 1 2 0 0

Test Data Sheet 
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Sand 5 cm WORM 

Pre Post Count
Time of 
First

Time of 
Last

Time 
Difference Triggered

Mechanically 
Neutralized

Live 
Damaged Live

Not 
Recovered

6F 6F 87 150787 150957 170 1
11 11 57 159700 159940 240 1
2A 2A 259 165568 166319 751 1
42 - - - - 0 1
2D - - - - 0 1
5D 5D 8 180370 180390 20 1
3D - - - - 0 1
76 76 394 194250 226015 31765 1
27 27 78 200809 200979 170 1
3A 3A 59 208110 208470 360 1
24 24 59 214288 214358 70 1
65 65 1 220277 -112685646-1126856682 1
1A - - - - 0 1
33 33 115 234948 235188 240 1
21 21 255 243520 244151 631 1
25 25 198 251572 252043 471 1
26 26 10 258973 258993 20 1
51 51 200 266524 267445 921 1
1C 1C 77 273173 273273 100 1
34 - - - - 0 1
75 75 28 288525 288565 40 1
22 - - - - 0 1
4D - - - - 0 1
45 45 57 311258 311338 80 1
62 62 258 325278 326169 891 1
36 - - - - 0 1
3F 3F 412 333810 334822 1012 1
78 78 160 338938 339468 530 1
28 28 126 344486 344726 240 1
7F 7F 232 350044 350614 570 1
0F 0F 95 354520 354951 431 1
20 20 58 360378 360609 231 1
61 61 344 365436 366557 1121 1
63 63 1098 370363 417781 47418 1
00 00 141 378535 378915 380 1
44 - - - - 0 1
06 - - - - 0 1
16 - - - - 0 1
4F 4F 209 409940 410470 530 1
08 - - - - 0 1
0A 0A 19 421406 421486 80 1
82 - - - - 0 1
0D - - - - 0 1
7C 7C 66 440954 441145 191 1
35 35 135 444269 444660 391 1
47 - - - - 0 1
12 - - - - 0 1
02 02 7 453703 453723 20 1
50 - - - - 0 1
49 - - - - 0 1

TOTAL 32 5 6 7 0

Test Data Sheet 
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Sand 7 cm WORM 

Pre Post Count
Time of 
First

Time of 
Last

Time 
Difference Triggered

Mechanically 
Neutralized

Live 
Damaged Live

Not 
Recovered

6A 6A 57 170545 170746 201 1
5F - - - - - 0 1
88 - - - - - 0 1
01 - - - - - 0 1
14 - - - - - 0 1
40 - - - - - 0 1
07 - - - - - 0 1
39 - - - - - 0 1
4E 4E 416 210803 211895 1092 1
0C - - - - - 0 1
17 - - - - - 0 1
43 43 198 221929 222390 461 1
59 59 21 225504 225634 130 1
29 - - - - - 0 1
05 05 201 233376 233926 550 1
69 69 28 235539 235569 30 1
46 46 275 239294 239945 651 1
5E 5E 108 244361 244802 441 1
5A - - - - - 0 1
7E - - - - - 0 1
7A 7A 547 256639 258402 1763 1
2C - - - - - 0 1
2B - - - - - 0 1
19 - - - - - 0 1
0B - - - - - 0 1
54 54 234 277279 277870 591 1
7B - - - - - 0 1
6D - - - - - 0 1
3C 3C 58 295535 295665 130 1
64 64 31 300192 300262 70 1
85 - - - - - 0 1
87 - - - - - 0 1
5B - - - - - 0 1
38 - - - - - 0 1
58 - - - - - 0 1
60 - - - - - 0 1
1F 1F 197 331587 332007 420 1
55 55 257 335723 336394 671 1
18 18 112 340109 340379 270 1
09 - - - - - 0 1
66 - - - - - 0 1
83 - - - - - 0 1
37 - - - - - 0 1
3E - - - - - 0 1
81 - - - - - 0 1
3B - - - - - 0 1
68 - - - - - 0 1
23 23 192 383662 384112 450 1
10 10 106 387728 388048 320 1
4A 4A 59 392765 392885 120 1

TOTAL 18 5 3 24 0

Test Data Sheet 

 



 

Annex E – Manufacturer Comments 
 

The following material was received from the machine manufacturer in response to a 
draft version of this report. 
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The testing of the Tempest machine was carried out in September 2005 and many of the issues 
discussed in this report (December 2007) have been addressed. The list below comments on 
these issues:- 
 

o Item 4.5.2 Speed,  
The hydraulic forward speed control has been replaced by electronic microcontrollers. 
This eliminates “jerky movement”.  

 
o Item 4.5.2 Fuel Solenoid Problems. 

This problem was caused by a bad batch of engines from Deutz the manufacturers. 
This problem has not reoccurred. Current Tempest use an upgraded engine design. 

 
o Item 4.5.2 Flail Shroud Design 

The shroud design is now detachable and has been improved for extra strength and 
dust reduction. 

 
o Item 4.5.5 Debris Traps (in Wheels). 

Tempest is now fitted with rubber tracks as standard. There have been no reports of 
tracks carrying ordnance in the track mechanism. Track protection rollers are currently 
being tested to reduce detonation under the tracks when the machine is used for 
vegetation cutting. 

 
o Item 4.5.6 Hammer Wear 

The original ground engaging hammers have been replaced by spring steel “cutting” 
hammers. This has improved clearance rates and hammer wear. It should be noted that 
Tempest ground engaging is designed to improve productivity by breaking up the 
ground and root structures, Thereby making the Tempest magnet more effective. 
Tempest is not a risk reduction tool. 

 
o Item 4.5.7 Width of Flail 

The width of flail head has been increased to cover track path. 
 
Item 5.2 Areas Requiring Attention 
The machine has a siren to alert the operator of a problem.  Radio feedback system for 
machine is considered too complex and costly for the benefits it would provide. 
However, addition light indication has been added to clearly identify the nature of the 
alarm. 

 
Other Notes 
As previously stated the Tempest was designed solely as a vegetation clearance machine. 
Ground engaging is a comparatively new development. One issue currently being addressed is 
to improve power to the flail head. This will be done by the machine calculating the power 
going to the track units and then directing the remaining power available to the flail head. This 
system will be partially  beneficial to ground engaging since track power is generally low. 

Manufacturer Feedback to DRAFT Report 
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List of 
symbols/abbreviations/acronyms/initialisms 

 

CCMAT Canadian Centre for Mine Action Technologies 

hp Horsepower 

km/h Kilometres per hour 

DOB Depth of burial – see Figure A-7 in Annex A 

Kg Kilogram 

cm Centimetre 

dm Decimetre 

SWEDEC Swedish Explosive Ordnance Disposal and Demining Centre 

N/A Not Applicable 

kW Kilowatt(s) 

m Metres 

IDA Institute for Defense Analyses 

R&D Research and Development 

CEN Comité Européen De Normalisation (European Committee for 
Standardisation) 

ITEP International Test and Evaluation Program 

mm Millimetres 

rpm Revolutions per minute 

TNT Tri-nitrotoluene 

WORM Wirelessly Operated Reproduction Mine 
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